Ultrastructural localization of immunoreactivity in the developing piriform cortex.
The purpose of this study was to determine the ultrastructural basis for the immunoreactivity patterns in synaptic structures during development in layers I and II of the piriform cortex (PC) of rats. Antisera to cholecystokinin (CCK) and glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) were used at several different postnatal days (PN) and in adults to describe the distribution, characteristics, and relative frequency of labeled profiles--especially axons and terminals--with emphasis on details of the synaptic contacts. GAD-positive terminals occur from PN 2 to adulthood but only form contacts in deeper sublayers (Ib and II) initially. Contacts increase in layer I after PN 6 and are reduced in layer II after PN 21 when the GAD-labeled terminals and synapses take on adult features with flattened vesicles and symmetric contacts. CCK-labeled terminals are present in deeper sublayers at PN 2 but are few and rarely form contacts. Both terminals and contacts increase between PN 2 and 9, taking on distinctive shapes and vesicle morphology by PN 13. At PN 21 and older, CCK terminals have mainly flattened vesicles and mostly form symmetric contacts onto dendrites and somata in deeper layers (Ib and II). Superficial sublayer Ia has very few CCK-labeled synapses and axons. Thus immunoreactivity occurs in terminals prior to synapse formation; labeling of the presynaptic specializations precedes subsequent maturation; synaptic vesicle morphology and membrane specializations are similar for the vast majority of both CCK and GAD terminals; inhibitory (GABA) synapses are established sooner than the possibly excitatory CCK synapses; a deep to superficial gradient of synaptogenesis is associated with GAD-positive terminals in the PC; and the labeling patterns may be related to critical developmental or synaptogenic periods.